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New "JDE Cloud 9" Solution to be Introduced by
Secure-24 & GSI at Oracle OpenWorld 2014
Joint offering allows enterprises to leverage JD Edwards in a hosted cloud environment

SOUTHFIELD, Mich. and ATLANTA, Sept. 10, 2014 /PRNewswire/ -- JDE Cloud 9, a new cloud-based hosted
service, offering enterprises the easiest and most cost-effective way to purchase, customize, utilize and manage
JD Edwards software, will be introduced later this month at Oracle OpenWorld 2014 in San Francisco.

The service is a joint offering of Secure-24, a leading provider of enterprise cloud computing and managed
hosting, and GSI, a JD Edwards full-service application, development and technology company.

JDE Cloud 9 offers enterprises the lowest barrier to entry for leveraging this critical application in a high
performance cloud environment for just pennies on the dollar compared to traditional purchased solutions. The
application and cloud infrastructure combination enables companies to scale their environment based on
fluctuating or growing business needs. Organizations can also gain total support ownership through a single
hardware and software vendor by utilizing Oracle RedStack.

"With JDE Cloud 9, you get a JD Edwards system running on the most advanced hardware available that includes
complete managed care… in as little as 24 hours," said Kevin R. Herrig, president and CEO of GSI. "JD Edwards
ROI and Time to Benefit have officially been changed forever."

JDE Cloud 9 is backed by Secure-24 and GSI's extensive expertise in managing critical applications for global
businesses. The service leverages readily available infrastructure to provide rapid application deployment due
to reduced lead times for equipment set up and server provisioning. Secure-24 and GSI also offer in-memory
processing solutions and application performance tuning accelerators for improvements in real-time transaction
processing. The service allows customers to maintain their current licensing agreements with Oracle while
reducing their total cost of ownership and time to deployment.

"JDE Cloud 9 is backed by Secure-24's state-of-the-art data centers located throughout the United States and
our engineers available 24/7 for comprehensive support," said Mike Jennings, CEO, Secure-24. "This solution
provides speed, cost efficiency and performance – the optimum synergy to enable businesses to leverage JD
Edwards."

Interested parties can find Secure-24 and GSI's executive and technical teams at Oracle OpenWorld in booth
#611; the conference runs from September 28 to October 2.

GSI, Secure-24 and All Out Security will be hosting an exclusive JD Edwards Cocktail Reception on Monday,
September 29, from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.. Details and registration for the event can be found here.

Secure-24 will also be leading multiple session discussions during Oracle OpenWorld. For more information on
the various sessions presented by Sean Donaldson (CTO), Nick Ilitch (VP of Product), and Todd Bellaver
(Manager of Database Services), visit www.secure-24.com. 

About Secure-24
Secure-24 manages complex IT landscapes and business critical applications for organizations around the
globe. Secure-24 employs top technologists to provide leading solutions in IT operations, application hosting,
cloud computing and managed services. The company is an Oracle Gold Partner and also an SAP certified
hosting, mobile, and cloud partner. Beyond technology, Secure-24′s dedication to a client's success stems from
its company culture. The company has been designated by Computerworld as one of the Best Places to Work in
IT in 2013, CRN's Top Solution Providers, as well as Michigan's Best and Brightest Companies to Work For.

About GSI
GSI, Inc. is a JD Edwards full-service application, development, and technology company and Oracle Platinum
Partner. The client-centric consultancy offers a comprehensive suite of solutions including AppCare, a 24/7
managed service for JDE, DBMS, and OS care, as well as RapidReconciler, its inventory reconciliation software
acquired from Andrews Consulting Group. GSI consulting services are backed by its signature 100 percent
satisfaction guarantee. Founded in 2004, the rapidly growing company is headquartered in Atlanta with
locations nationwide. Inc. Magazine recently selected GSI, Inc. as # 1,432 on its Inc. 5000 list of fastest growing
companies for 2014.
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